Honorary Degrees, University Medals and Distinguished Service Awards 1876-1900

Honorary Degrees
Recognition of outstanding intellectual achievement in one or more of the following areas: intellectual contributions, university service, and/or public service.

University Medals
Recognition of those persons whose achievements and contributions are particularly associated with the university.

Distinguished Service Awards
Recognition of achievements and contributions particularly associated with the state and/or nation.


1900

Honorary Degrees

GARDINER, JOHN, DOCTOR OF LAWS

1899

Honorary Degrees

HALE, IRVING, DOCTOR OF LAWS

1893

Honorary Degrees
CHASE, GEORGE COLBY, DOCTOR OF LAWS
CRAIG, WILLIAM BAYARD, DOCTOR OF DIVINITY
HALLETT, MOSES, DOCTOR OF LAWS
NOTMAN, WILLIAM ROBSON, DOCTOR OF DIVINITY

1891
Honorary Degrees
CAVERNO, CHARLES, DOCTOR OF LAWS
MONTAGUE, RICHARD, DOCTOR OF DIVINITY

1889
Honorary Degrees
GOVE, AARON, DOCTOR OF LAWS
LEE, E. TRUMBULL, DOCTOR OF DIVINITY

1882
Honorary Degrees
HALMILTON, W. E., DOCTOR OF DIVINITY
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